
Apollo recovery mission



Model authors
Helicopter: original idea by Mark Balderrama, modified by Adam Wilde, Sebastian Schön, Kaero,

Matthew Hildebrand, Wolfram Broszies and Nico Daams.

Base with waves: Kaero

Instructions: Kaero

Model informations
Scale: 1:110.

Model version: 18 (.io format).

Instructions version: 4.

Instructions license: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0) 2019.

Instructions generated using Studio 2.0 by Bricklink.

Literature
Book with LEGO rocket models: http://www.ametria.org/lego/

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en
http://www.ametria.org/lego/
https://www.bricklink.com/
https://studio.bricklink.com/


During the Apollo 8, Apollo 10, and Apollo 11 missions, Helicopter Sikorsky Sea King SH-3D with number 66 was the 
primary recovery vehicle which hoisted returning astronauts from the spacecraft command modules.

The model is based on following historical photo (description by https://www.foxnews.com/science/apollo-11-recovery-
uss-hornet-president-nixon):

The Apollo 11 spacecraft floats in the Pacific after successful splashdown, as frogmen prepare to open hatch and remove astronauts
Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins July 24, 1969. (Bettmann/Contributor/Getty)

https://www.foxnews.com/science/apollo-11-recovery-uss-hornet-president-nixon
https://www.foxnews.com/science/apollo-11-recovery-uss-hornet-president-nixon


The model is an enhancement to the 21309-1 NASA Apollo Saturn V set.

To build this model, you should use some parts from the 21309-1 set. All the parts that can be used from the set are 
shown in the instructions in transparent yellow colour.

Bricks in Green and Tan are not visible and can be in any colour.

The helicopter can be built in two configuration:

1. In fly with retracted wheels and connected to the transparent stick.

2. Stand alone with front wheels down and without transparent stick. In this case the base with Apollo module, sea and 
inflatable boat does not makes sense.



The comparison of the model profile to the helicopter in 1:110 scale:

(Helicopter image: Andrey “RADM Rockstone” Beltsov, radmrockstone.deviantart.com)

http://radmrockstone.deviantart.com/


Stickers are recommended.

You can print it on white paper and glue it on model.

Or almost perfect result can be achieved using Water slide decals paper. Such bricks are almost indistinguishable from original 
printed bricks. Water slide decals paper sold for ink or laser printer, transparent or white. For this model transparent is needed. 
Print the water slide decals paper, cut roughly around every sticker, put in water with soap. Wait a while. Put water with a lot (a 
lot!) of soap on the selected brick. Take out sticker from the water and slide gently on the brick. Position and wait till dry. If the 
decal sticks immediately to the brick, use much more soap next time (this happens for new bricks). Take a look at some tutorial 
videos.



Version 2+ changes:

• Helicopter:

◦ improved underside below cockpit,

◦ improved back part of engine,

◦ improved colouring of rotor blades,

◦ tail improvements.

• Base

◦ fixed illegal build issue,

◦ improved stability,

◦ improved instructions.














































































































































